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Angular dependence of the exchange bias obtained from magnetization and ferromagnetic
resonance measurements in exchange-coupled bilayers

J. Geshev, L. G. Pereira, and J. E. Schmidt
Instituto de Fı´sica – UFRGS, Caixa Postal 15051, 91501-970, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

~Received 19 June 2001; published 17 October 2001!

Theoretical calculations of the angular dependence of the exchange bias field in ferromagnetic/
antiferromagnetic bilayers were carried out in the framework of a model assuming the formation of a planar
domain wall at the antiferromagnetic side of the interface with the reversal of the ferromagnetic orientation.
The calculations were performed for various exchange interaction field strengths and for both cases of ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling. Analytical expression for the angular dependence of the ferromag-
netic resonance field was obtained as well. It was shown that the exchange bias field variations derived from
ferromagnetic resonance and hysteresis loop measurements become very close for strong interactions only.
These field shifts, due to the different magnetization processes involved in the corresponding measurements,
are different physical entities and, in general, must give different values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of exchanged anisotropy1 refers to the
exchange interactions at the interface between ferromagn
~FM! and antiferromagnetic~AF! materials. It is character
ized by several experimental observations, the most w
known being the shift of the magnetization curve away fro
the zero field axis. Although it has found important techn
logical application in magnetoresistive heads biasing2 and
spin valve structures,3 up to now there exists no basic, ge
erally applicable, predictive theory or model,4–6 the reason
being the inherent complexity in a structural combinati
that leads to competing interactions. The models propose
the literature have attained different degrees of agreem
with existing experimental results. Models which, similar
the one of Mauriet al.,7 include the existence of AF domai
wall in exchange coupled systems, account quantitatively
the 1022 reduction of the exchange field from the ideal i
terface model case,7–11 as well as for accumulative memor
effects of the thermal and field history of real FM/A
bilayers.12 Miltényi et al.13 have shown both by experimen
and by numerical simulations that for some systems dilut
the AF layer in the volume part away from the FM/AF inte
face leads to formation of volume domains in the AF whi
could significantly enhance the exchange bias.

An interesting feature of the exchange biased bilayer
the fact that different experimental techniques may yield d
ferent values for the shift fieldHeb . Recently, Xi et al.,14

based on the model of Mauriet al., investigated theoretically
the irreversible and reversible measurements of exchange
isotropy. They derived expressions relatingHeb measured by
various techniques with the interface coupling fieldHE, and
the effective domain wall fieldHW , for external field applied
along the exchange bias direction, and concluded that di
ent techniques must give differentHeb values. Geshev15 de-
rived analytical expressions forHeb , coercivityHc , and ef-
fective anisotropy field in the framework of the same mod
He showed that hysteresis loop and ferromagnetic reson
~FMR! measurements in such systems should not give dif
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ent values for the exchange coupling for the cases of v
weak and very strong interfacial coupling as the analyti
expressions forHeb from magnetization measuremen
Heb

MAG , coincide with the ones from FMR measuremen
Heb

FMR. The difference between the shift field values, es
mated experimentally by ac susceptibility and through h
teresis loop measurements, has been explained as wel
attempt to reconcile the data obtained with three differ
techniques, namely magneto-optical Kerr effect magneto
etry, Brillouin light scattering~BLS!, and FMR, was reported
by Ferminet al.16

Measurements of the dependences ofHeb andHc on the
anglefH that the applied fieldH, makes with the easy axi
of the FM layer are very informative and provide an ind
pendent test for the validity of the existing theoretical mo
els. The choice of the model used is of decisive importa
for the interpretation of data obtained via experimental te
niques such as FMR, BLS, or ac susceptibility. Recently,
angular dependences ofHeb andHc have been explored ex
perimentally and/or by model calculations.16–22 For several
real systems, it has been obtained thatHeb(fH) andHc(fH)
were not simple sinusoidal functions as initially expecte1

Thus, revealing the angular dependence of the exchange
pling is of crucial importance in understanding its nature.

In the present work, theoretical calculations of the angu
dependence ofHeb

MAG , the FMR resonance fieldHR, and
Heb

FMR were carried out based on the model of Mauriet al.7

for both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling. T
question of whether the exchange bias variations obtai
through the above two techniques should coincide
discussed.

II. MODEL

Let us consider two coupled magnetic layers, denoted
A and B, with magnetizationsMA andMB , and thicknesses
tA and tB , respectively. A generic form of the total fre
energy of the system per unit area can be written as

E5tAEA1tBEB1Eint . ~1!
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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The energiesEA and EB could include, for each layer, th
Zeeman, anisotropy, domain wall, and demagnetizing ter
Eint corresponds to the interlayer interactions. The sta
equilibrium directions of the magnetization vectors of t
two layers, assuming that each of them rotates cohere
can be calculated from Eq.~1! by finding the polar (uA and
uB) and azimuthal (fA andfB) angles ofMA andMB in the
spherical coordinate system for whichE is at minimum. The
projections ofMA andMB along the field direction will give
the layers’ magnetizations.

When this exchange-coupled bilayer is located in app
static magnetic field, the magnetization of each layer, if p
turbed from its equilibrium orientation, will precess arou
its equilibrium direction. Following Smit and Beljers,23 the
roots of the determinant of the 434 matrix

F EuAuA
EuAfA

1 izA EuAuB
EuAfB

EuAfA
2 izA EfAfA

EuBfA
EfAfB

EuAuB
EuBfA

EuBuB
EuBfB

1izB

EuAfB
EfAfB

EuBfB
2 izB EfBfB

G
will give the dispersion relation of the exchange-coupled
layer system, i.e., a fourth-order equation inv ~the angular
frequency of precession! with at most two meaningful solu
tions at any given dc field. HereEi j ’s denote the second
derivatives with respect to the equilibrium anglesu andf of
the energy given in Eq.~1!, zA5(v/gA)tAMA sinuA , zB
5(v/gB)tBMB sinuB , andgA andgB are the gyromagnetic
ratios of the two layers.

In the following, a bilayer whose behavior can be d
scribed in the framework of the model proposed by Mauret
al.,7 has been considered. It applies to a system formed b
infinitely thick AF layer and a FM layer~layer A! with thick-
nesstA . The FM spins rotate coherently, and a domain w
can form at the AF side of the interface.tA is much smaller
than the thickness of the domain wall. Both films are
sumed to have uniaxial anisotropy, and the FM easy mag
tization axis is chosen to coincide with the AF one. T
energy of the system per unit area can be phenomeno
cally written as

E5@2p~MA•n̂!22H•MA2KA~MA•û/MA!2#tA

2sWMB•û/MB2JEMA•MB /~MAMB!. ~2!

The first term contains the demagnetizing, the Zeeman,
the FM anisotropy energies, respectively, withKA the
uniaxial anisotropy constant; the last two terms refer to
domain wall energy of the AF and the bilinear exchan
anisotropy withJE being the interfacial coupling constan
JE.0 andJE,0 correspond to ferromagnetic and antiferr
magnetic couplings, respectively.sW is the energy per uni
surface of a 90° domain wall in the AF. The unit vectorsû
andn̂ represent the uniaxial anisotropy direction~along thex
axis! and the normal to the film surface direction~i.e., thez
axis!, respectively. Note that there are no terms in this ene
expression corresponding to the second term in Eq.~1!.
However, due to the domain wall energy term in Eq.~2!,
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the dispersion relation depends on the second derivative
E in respect touB and fB as well, so one cannot use th
standard resonance relation23 (v/g)25(EuAuA

EfAfA

2EuAfA

2 )/(tAMA sinuA)2. Thus, in the framework of the

present modelHeb
MAG and HR ~and subsequentlyHeb

FMR) are
strongly influenced by the AF magnetization. The latter
found to change during the field variation~see, e.g., Fig. 2 in
the work of Mauriet al.7 and Fig. 4 in the Geshev’s work15!.
The domain wall formation and motion in the AF is cruci
for the existence of exchange bias also for the systems
vestigated in the work of Milte´nyi et al.13

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present study, the dc magnetic field is applied in
film’s plane and its azimuthal anglefH was varied from 0 to
2p. The dispersion relation we obtained for this caseg
5gA , uH5uA5uB5p/2) is

v2

g2
5@H cos~fA2fH!1HU cos2fA14pMA1H1

eff#

3@H cos~fA2fH!1HU cos 2fA1H2
eff#, ~3!

where

H1
eff5

HW cosfB cos~fA2fB!2HE sin2~fA2fB!

~HW /HE!cosfB1 cos~fA2fB!
,

H2
eff5

HW cosfB cos~fA2fB!

~HW /HE!cosfB1 cos~fA2fB!
.

Here HU52KA /MA is the FM anisotropy field,HE
5JE/(tAMA) the exchange coupling field, andHW
5sW /(tAMA) is the domain wall effective field. Equatio
~3! must be taken at the equilibrium positions ofMA and
MB . The in-plane angular dependence ofHR can be derived
from the above equations, i.e.,

HR5FHU~123 cos2fA!24pMA2H1
eff2H2

eff

1A~HU sin2fA14pMA1H1
eff2H2

eff!214
v2

g2 G Y
2 cos~fA2fH!. ~4!

The equilibrium magnetization directions were found u
ing the minimization procedure used in our previo
works.15,24 In the hysteresis loop calculations, the field st
was 0.02 Oe, the initial step for the anglesu i , j andf i , j was
1023 rad, and the angles corresponding to the energy m
mum were determined to an accuracy of 10216 rad. The other
parameters used were v/g53000 Oe, MA
5780 emu/cm3, HU520 and 200 Oe,HW5100 Oe, and
HE was varied from 0.5 to 900 Oe.

The resultingHR vs fH variations are shown in Fig. 1
For HE50, the resonance field variation is very close to pu
cos 2fH behavior. When increasingHE, there are significant
1-2
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changes in the shape of the curves, the most pronoun
being the increase ofHR(p), which reaches infinity value a
HE5HW . Further increase ofHE results in a gradual de
crease ofHR(p), and the angular variation becomes closer
pure cosine behavior. IfHE@HW , there is one more term in
the HR variation compared to the one forHE50, i.e.,
2HW cosfH ; in the case into consideration (HW55HU)
this cosfH term is dominant. A gradual decrease ofHR(0) is
observed when increasingHE starting from zero, which
equalsHEHW /(HE1HW) for eachHE, and is asymptoti-
cally equal toHW when HE→`. An increase ofHU only
restricts the possibleHR(fH) and Heb(fH) variation types.
For example, forHU5200 Oe, theHU cos 2fH term is
dominant in theHR expression, and the plots~not shown!
corresponding to very strong interactions are similar to
ones represented in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!.

For H along the exchange bias direction,Heb
FMR is defined

as25,26 1
2 @HR(0)2HR(p)#. With the help of Eq.~4! one

readily obtains the result of Xiet al.14

Heb
FMR~p!HE.HW

5
HWHE

2

HE
22HW

2
,

Heb
FMR~p!HE,HW

5
HEHW

2

HW
2 2HE

2
.

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the resonance field forv/g
53000 Oe,MA5780 emu/cm3, HU520 Oe,HW5100 Oe, and
HE50, 15, 40, 75, 200, 400, 700, and 900 Oe.
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It is worth noting that the above expressions are deriv
here without using the restriction imposed in Ref. 13, i.
4pMA much larger than the resonance field. Actually, th
are valid for any demagnetizing energy and frequen
values.

When HE50, HR(fH)5HR(p1fH), see Fig. 1~a!.

Thus, one can defineHeb
FMR(fH),

Heb
FMR~fH!5

1

2
@HR~fH!2HR~p1fH!# ~5!

as the exchange bias field obtained from FMR measurem
whenHEÞ0. Using the above expression,Heb

FMR’s versusfH

are obtained from theHR(fH) dependences given in Fig. 1
They are shown in Fig. 2 along with the corresponding a
gular variations ofHeb

MAG derived from the hysteresis loop
calculations. The curves in Fig. 2~a! are calculated forHE

50.5 Oe instead ofHE50. It is clearly seen that bothHeb
MAG

and Heb
FMR exhibit unidirectional symmetry,Heb(fH)

5Heb(2fH)52Heb(p6fH) for all HE values, whereas
the coercivity~not plotted in the figure! shows uniaxial sym-
metry,Hc(fH)5Hc(2fH)5Hc(p6fH), as expected.

These curves show strong dependence on the exch
coupling field strength. The field shifts are far from bein
simple cosfH dependences for allHE, contrary to what is
expected by Wuet al.27 For very weak interactions@Fig.

FIG. 2. Angular variation ofHeb
MAG ~curves! and Heb

FMR ~sym-
bols! for HE.0 with the same parameters used to obtain the dat
Fig. 1. Only in ~a! HE50.5 Oe was used instead ofHE50.
1-3
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2~a!#, the curves practically coincide in a broadfH range.
For slightly stronger interactions, theHeb

MAG(fH) are charac-
terized by the largest values not atfH50 or p as commonly
believed, but at other angles, near6p/4 for HE515 Oe, for
example. Such curves have been experimentally meas
for a NiFe/CoO bilayer,17 NiFe/Au/CoO trilayers,18 and
NiFe/CrMnPt bilayers.22 TheHeb

FMR versusfH curves, on the
other hand, show the largest variations forHE/HW values
close to unity and, as a consequence, the two field sh
show rather different variations. For highHE/HW values,
however, the angular dependences become very close, a
be seen in Figs. 2~f!–2~h!. Variations of this type have bee
experimentally observed in exchange-biased Perma
layers.16,19,27 Note that for this case~i.e., relatively strong
interactions! Heb(0)'HW , whereas for weak interaction
Heb(0)'HE @Figs. 2~a!–2~c!#.

Our results demonstrate thatHeb
MAG andHeb

FMR, in general,
must give different values. That is because perturbative m
surements~like FMR!, rather than reversing the magnetiz
tion, move it only a small amount during the measureme
i.e., different magnetization processes are involved in
hysteresis loop and FMR measurements. Although b
Heb

MAG and Heb
FMR shifts are caused by the same interlay

interactions, they are different physical entities, which
clearly seen from the frequency dependence ofHR @Eq. ~4!#.
As a consequence,Heb

FMR depends onv as well, contrary to
Heb

MAG . We verified this frequency dependence ofHeb
FMR by

calculating its angular variations forv/g59 kOe. Small
~however notable! differences were observed between the
field shifts and those forv/g53 kOe, especially forHE

'HW . Heb
MAG andHeb

FMR fields only coincide~exactly! when
H is applied along the easy axis direction for the cases
very weak (C,1 andHE,HW) and very strong (C>21
and HE.HW) interactions15, whereC5(HEHW)2/@HU(HW

2HE)3].
R
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y
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HR vsfH variations have also been calculated for the c
of antiferromagnetic exchange interaction, i.e.,HE,0. It
turned out that

HR~fH!HE,05HR~p1fH!HE.0 , ~6!

which relation can be easily understood by interpretingHE
,0 as a field that ‘‘couples ferromagnetically’’MA with a
vector2MB . This, however, is actually the case of positiv
HE and H direction given byp1fH , thus explaining the
above relation.

The angular dependences ofHeb
MAG andHeb

FMR for negative
HE have been calculated as well. The only difference
tween these data and those forHE.0 is the opposite sign o
both field shifts for negativeHE, as compared with the one
for positiveHE.

IV. SUMMARY

In this article, we have determined the angular dep
dence of the exchange bias derived from magnetization
FMR measurements in exchange-coupled bilayers whose
havior can be described in the framework of a model ass
ing the formation of a planar domain wall at the AF side
the interface. We have concluded that these field shifts,
to the different magnetization processes involved in the c
responding measurements, are different physical entities
in general, must give different values. They become v
close for high exchange interaction field strength only.
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